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Abstract 

To communicate appropriately with native speakers to maintain communicative tasks like ordering 

food or refusing to do a favor without any misunderstandings, learners need to acquire the 

sociocultural features of the target language (TL) pragmatic units like speech acts. One source of input 

providing the learners with these TL sociocultural features is the coursebooks they use in classrooms. 

 in second language 

(L2) Turkish coursebooks. To achieve this, request and refusal strategies in dialogues in three B2 level 

L2 Turkish coursebooks were identified and classified based on the type of strategies through content 

analysis. Following that, a coursebook authenticity questionnaire including these dialogues was 

conducted with 50 native speakers of Turkish asking them to rate how natural these dialogues sound 

natural. Results showed that the types of strategies in the investigated coursebooks reflect the natural 

use of direct and indirect strategies in Turkish depending on the politeness variables of power and 

social distance relationship between the interlocutors. It was indicated by the results of the 

questionnaire that while requests and refusals in the dialogues sound natural, they do not sound 

totally natural, meaning that there is still something unnatural in these utterances. Limitations and 

suggestions are discussed in the article.  
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Anahtar kelimeler:  

1. Introduction 

Ordering food, buying clothes, or asking somebody for help are some communicative tasks a second 
language (L2) learner needs to achieve while living in an L2 context. While achieving these tasks, 
learners need to communicate with native speakers (NSs) of the target language (TL). Therefore, it is of 
paramount importance for learners to acquire L2 pragmatic, which studies the meaning in context 
(Leech, 1983), since high proficiency of grammar is not equal to same level of proficiency in language 
use in interactional context (Taguchi, 2012; Zhu; 2012). One important aspect of L2 pragmatic that 
learners need to acquire to achieve in everyday tasks is speech acts, which are actions like refusing, 
ordering or requesting taking place through an utterance (Yule, 1996). 

As the new members of the L2 community, learners face sociocultural norms of the TL community while 
performing speech acts in everyday life. Since these norms vary across languages, learners need to learn 
these new sociocultural norms in order to communicate appropriately with the NSs and to avoid 
misunderstandings by being exposed to L2 input through these interactions with the NSs. Another 
source of input through which learners gain access to TL sociocultural norms is coursebooks used in L2 
teaching. Given that even in L2 contexts where the learners have access to input through interaction 
with NSs learners may not take an active role in social interaction with the L1 users if they are not willing 
to (Norton, 2008), coursebooks may constitute the main source of input for learners to acquire L2 
pragmatic. Therefore, it is crucial for the coursebooks to present samples of natural everyday social 
interaction to make the learners exposed to sociocultural norms of the TL through these dialogues.  

Currently, there are limited studies investigating speech acts in L2 Turkish coursebooks (Aksu Raffard, 
2018; Altun Alkan, 
authenticity of the speech acts in L2 Turkish coursebooks. Therefore, this study aimed to explore the 
strategy types and authenticity of requests and refusals in three B2 level L2 Turkish coursebooks.  

2. Literature review 

2.1 Pragmatics 

communicative tasks by developing their communicative competence is becoming more and more 
important. According to Hymes (1972), communicative competence which is the ability to use the 
linguistic structures appropriately depending on the varying social contexts should be acquired by the 
learners to communicate in an appropriate way. In other words, to be able to use the TL correctly, 
learners should acquire the knowledge of the L2 culture and social norms as well in addition to the 

and pragmatic compe
forms, pragmatic competence refers to knowing to speak appropriately in a specific context. More 
specifically, pragmatics is "the study of how-to-say-what-to-whom-when and L2 pragmatics is the study 
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of how learners come to know how-to-say-what-to-whom- -Harlig, 2013, p. 68). It refers 
to interpreting the meaning in what a speaker says and does not say. As to the pragmatic competence, it 
is the ability to use the language appropriately in context. To achieve this, speakers need to have the 
knowledge of the correct use of the functional aspects of the language as well as the linguistic structures. 

There are many studies investigating pragmatic competence in an L2 and it is proposed by many 
researchers that having a high proficiency of grammatical competence does not refer to the same level 
development of pragmatic competence (Johnson & Rosano, 1993; Kecskes, 2000; Li, Suleiman & 

-Hart, 2022; Taguchi, 2012; Zhu; 2012) because L2 
learners may transfer the sociocultural norms of their L1 to the TL due to their lack of awareness of the 
sociocultural differences between their L1 and the TL. This lack of awareness may result in pragmatic 
errors like misunderstanding.  According to Taguchi (2012), the reason why L2 learners make this kind 
of pragmatic errors is their inability to have interaction in the TL and to match the language forms with 
the related sociocultural norms as a result of this lack of interaction. In this respect, it can be argued that 
interaction with the TL speakers and exposure to sociocultural norms of the TL are quite important for 
the development of L2 pragmatic competence.  

2.2 Speech acts 

One unit studied under pragmatic competence is speech acts. According to many philosophers like 
Austin (1962) and Searle (1969), linguistic groups of words are not the minimal units of communication, 

ements, asking questions, giving 
directions, apologizing, thanking and so on (Blum Kulka et al., 1989, p. 2). Speech acts are functional 
units of a language. As defined by Yule (1996), they allow actions like asking, ordering or requesting to 
be performed when the utterance including a speech act is produced. According to Austin (1962), an 
utterance is produced based on the realization of three acts, which are locutionary acts, illocutionary 
acts and perlocutionary acts. Locutionary acts refer to the literal meanings of the utterances. To give an 

that is a locutionary act. In contrast, when the speaker wants to refer to the covert request of opening 
the w

(Austin, 1962, p. 115). As to the perlocutionary acts, they are produced with the purpose of accomplishing 
an effect on the hearer by stating an utterance (Austin, 1962).  

Among many classifications of speech acts, one fundamental element of distinction is based on the 
directness. According to this distinction, direct speech acts are the ones in which linguistic forms and 
the intended communicative functions are in a direct relationship (Searle, 1979) as in the direct request 

 relationship 

between the structure and function (Searle, 1979). In other words, there is an intended purpose 

indirectly wants him/her to open the window. 

In relation to the connection between indirectness and politeness, Brown and Levinson (1978) claims 
that speakers can follow some strategies to mitigate th -
threatening acts. The first strategy is bald-on record 
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i
positive politeness 
other people, with redressive action. Complimenting the hearer on something or using addressing terms 

negative 
politeness, includes 
action, with redressive action. It is about the formality in utterances as in addressing terms like 

Turkish (Turan, 2011, p. 135). When it comes to the fourth strategy, it is off-record actions referring to 

cash, I f
hearer; 
(Brown & Levinson, 1978, p. 69). Lastly,  strategy 

usually employed when there is a  

2.2.1. Requests 

Requests, defined as face-
action when the request is uttered (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989), are produced to make the addressee 

n (Wardhaugh & Fuller, 

be lost, maintained and enhan
Levinson, 1978, p. 61), indirect request strategies are applied by the speakers. Based on the level of 
directness, Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984) classify requests into three major categories as direct 

and non- -Kulka et al. 
(1989) created a category of nine request strategies under these three major categories depending on the 
level of indirectness, which will be discussed in detail in the methodology. While it is claimed in Brown 

uce the harm to the 
-Kulka (1989), indirectness does not always result in polite requests. It 

was found in the related study that the most indirect strategies are not perceived as the most polite ones 
in both Hebrew and English and the conventionally indirect strategies were founded to be the most 
polite request strategies. 

To appropriately comprehend and use the speech acts,, learners of a TL need to know the social and 
cultural features of the TL. Without acquiring this information, learners may face problems with 
communicating in the TL, resulting in misunderstandings or communicational breakdowns. Therefore, 
there are a lot of studies on using and/or comprehending requests in a second language (Basra & 
Thoyyibah, 2017; Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984; Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper, 1989; Kurdghelashvili, 
2015; Li, Suleiman & Sazalie, 2015; Taguchi, Li & Xiao, 2016; Zhu, 2012). 
Among many studies conducted on requests, the Cross-cultural Study of Speech Act Realization Patterns 
(CCSARP) project by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1989) is quite important as the study investigated the 
use of requests across many languages and yielded a coding manual for requests guiding the following 
studies through categorizing the request strategies and other units of the requests. Results of the project 
showed that directness of the request strategies may vary across languages due to the factors like age 
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and gender affecting the politeness level. There are some studies investigating speech acts in Turkish as 

2016; Polat, 2010);however, only a few of them are based on request strategies (Altun Alkan, 2019; 
; Polat, 2010). Among these, results of the study by Altun Alkan (2019) 

showed that there are differences in use of requests between native Turkish speakers and Turkish as an 
L2 learners. Furthermore, it was found that age, social status and social distance between speakers has 
a larger effect on use of requests by native Turkish speakers.  

One of the most important classification of requests in the literature is the coding manual proposed by 
Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1989). The coding category by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1989) consists of 
alerters, request perspective, request strategies, namely head act, internal modifications and supportive 
moves (external modifications). Examples for the components of the categorization are as follows: 

Alerter: It is the 

and endearment 
 

Request perspective: A request can be realized from the viewpoint of the speaker, hearer, both or 
none.  

Speaker dominance: It refers to the use 

 (Excuse me, can I get a coffee?) is an example to speaker dominant request in Turkish.  

misiniz you get me a 
quest given above. 

Speaker and hearer dominance: This perspective is a kind of combination of the former ones. In this 
sense, the hearer is also drawn into the request by the speaker and thus the imposition is aimed to be 

miyiz we have me taken to the other classroom?) 

Impersonal: It is the perspective including neutral forms and terms or passivization. One of the most 
c

Professor, is there a chance to change 
Turkish. 

Head Acts: As the classification is based on directness, mood derivable, which is the first strategy, is the 
most direct one mild hint the last strategy on the list is the most indirect one. The utterances below are 

  

1.  (Give me your notes!) 
2. 
notes) 
3. 
to ask you if it is possible for you to give me your notes) 
4.  
5.  
6. 
your notes.) 
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7. ) 
8.  
9. (I guess the class was quite informative.) 

Internal modifications: These ones modify the head act through internal changes to mitigate the 
imposition caused by the request. Thy are the use of or changes in interrogatives, negations, subjunctive, 
conditional, aspect, tense, downgraders, upgraders and combinations of these. Below are examples to 
some common internal modifications: 

Biraz a bit?) 

acaba any chance?) 

soracak (I was  

External modifications/Supportive moves: These are additional utterances, namely they are external to 
the Head Act used before or after it. They can be used to either mitigate or aggravate the imposition of 
the request. Mitigating supportive moves include preparator, getting a precommitment, grounder, 
disarmer, promise of reward, and imposition minimizer. Aggravating supportive moves include insult, 
threat and moralizing. Some common mitigating examples in Turkish are illustrated below: 

 (I was going to ask you something. Do 
you have cigarette?) 

As I missed the last 
class can I borrow your notes?) 

Disa   can you be 
quiet?) 

2.2.2. Refusals 

One of the most common speech acts accompanying requests in everyday social interaction is refusals. 
According to Chen (1996), refusals are the opposite of what the interlocutor expects to hear. By doing so 
the speaker harms the face of the hearer. Therefore, refusals are defined as face-threatening acts (Brown 

akers use 
some strategies, usually indirect ones. Appropriate use of these strategies depend on some variables like 
age, gender or social status of the hearer. Therefore, Beebe, Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz  (1990) classified 
refusal strategies into three cat
including excuses, explanations, promises, providing alternatives or avoidances and 3) adjuncts to 
refusals such as thanking and statement of empathy. 

There are a lot of studies investigating refusals in L2 (Beebe, Takahashi & Uliss-Weltz, 1990; -
Brasdefer, 2013; Lin, 2014; -Flor, 2013; Moody, 2011; Siebold & Busch, 2015; Stavans & 
Webman-Shafran, 2018). In the study by -Brasdefer (2013), it was found that American learners of 
L2 Spanish studying in Mexico for eight weeks showed significant difference from learners studying the 
TL in America. Stavans and Webman-Shafran (2018) investigated refusals and requests by multilingual 
speakers and found that L1 Arabic speakers used more indirect strategies in English as the L1 English 

Demirel (2021) aimed to identify what type of refusal strategies were used in video resources of a 
teaching Turkish as a foreign language material and results of their study revealed that mostly indirect 
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strategies were used in the videos. It was seen that while direct strategies were used at beginner levels 
more indirect strategies were observed at higher levels.  

One of the most common classification of refusals is suggested by Beebe, Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz  
(1990). The categories in their classification and examples from Turkish are as follows: 

1. 
 

2. Indirect refusals: 
a.  
b.  I could help you) 
c. Excuse, r  
d. 

 ) 
e. Set conditi

me earlier I would have accepted it.) 
f. 

but next time hopefully) 

g. Statement of princip
to indoor smoking cafes.) 

h.  
i. Attempt to dissuade interlocutor 

i.1. threat or statement of negat
come with you now, your mood will be down as well) 

 

i.3. statement of negative opinion, criticizing the requeste/request: To a stranger asking for borrowing 
 

 

 

i.6. self-  

j. Acceptance that functions as a refusal: Unspecific or indefinite reply; Lack of enthusiasm 

k. Avoidance: k.1. Nonverbal: Silence, hesitation, do nothing, physical departure; k.2. Verbal: Topic 
switch, joke, repetition of part of request, postponement, hedging,  

Adjuncts to refusals: Adjuncts can be described as the units which do not propose a refusal on their 
own.  

Statement of positive opinion,  

need this.) 
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2.2.3. Speech acts in coursebooks 

Authenticity of teaching materials has been discussed and defined by many researchers. Harmer (1991) 
defines authentic materials as the materials designed for NSs, not for language learners. In a similar 
vein, according to Carter and Nunan (2001), authentic materials contain the real language used by NSs. 
TV shows, podcasts, films, songs, books or newspapers produced for NSs are some examples of authentic 
materials. These authentic materials expose learners to the unchanged real language used in everyday 
life. Through input in these materials, learners can see how the language is used by NSs in various social 
settings depending on various variables. In addition to the sociocultural benefits, authentic materials 
can also create motivation in learners. As they come across authentic cultural content and natural use 

 

While including authentic materials in L2 teaching has been regarded as quite important with 
communicative language te
authenticity of speech acts in L2 coursebooks show that L2 coursebooks do not show the natural 
interaction taking place in real- -Harlig, 1996; 

Crystal and Davy (1975) claimed in their study that even the best coursebooks they examined were far 

from reflecting natural use of language. In 
 that the reason why coursebooks do not reflect natural use of language is 

because authors develop dialogues in the books intuitively without benefiting from resources of natural 

intuition form the main source of pragmatic units in L2 teaching materials rather than empirical 
information. This intuitive act of forming dialogues lead to dialogues sounding unnatural no matter how 
hard the authors try to provide the learners with the most common samples to the pragmatic units.  

When it comes to speech acts in L2 Turkish coursebooks, there are limited studies investigating speech 
a

Polat, 2010). Polat (2010) asserts that teaching Turkish as a second/foreign language coursebooks are 
developed based on author intuition without considering how much they reflect the natural use of 
language in real L1 contexts as claimed by other researchers like Cohen and Ishihara (2013). In other 
words, speech acts in L2 Turkish books are not considered to be authentic although use of authentic 
materials have been emphasized. However, to the best knowledge of the researcher, no study has 
explored the authenticity of the speech acts in L2 Turkish coursebooks. 

3. Methodology 

The present study that was conducted as part of a doctoral research investigates the types of request and 

refusal strategies in dialogues in three different L2 Turkish coursebooks and their authenticity. The 
research questions are: 

1. What type of request and refusal strategies are used in L2 Turkish coursebooks? 

2. To what extent do the request and refusal strategies in L2 Turkish coursebooks reflect the natural use 
of language? 
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3.1. Setting and participants 

The participants of this study consisted of 50 L1 Turkish speakers with an age range 18-22, studying 

year 3 and year 4. The reason why this particular group of NSs were selected because as future Turkish 
language teachers, it is possible for them to develop teaching materials like coursebooks as well. 
Therefore, they are expected to give importance to the appropriate use of language units like speech acts 
and the representation of these units in books.  

3.2. Data collection  

In this mixed-methods study, data was collected through content analysis and a coursebook authenticity 
questionnaire. Through the content analysis, request and refusal strategies in the dialogues were 
classified according to the request categories proposed by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1989) and refusal 
classification suggested by Beebe, Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz (1990).  To assure the reliability of the 
categorization, coding was conducted by the researcher and another expert on speech acts. Following 
that, the coursebook authenticity questionnaire was developed after examining three different B2 level 

, Gazi 

 and , through document analysis. 
Based on the document analysis, dialogues including either requests or refusals were identified to be 
used in the questionnaire ending up as four dialogues. 

from  four from and three from 
. The number of dialogues from each book is not equal and the numbering of the 

dialogue in the questionnaire is not ordinal due to the reliability of the instrument. To put it more 
specifically, the questionnaire was first designed as five dialogues from each book and the data was 
collected so. However, reliability analysis via SPSS program revealed that data will be more reliable 
when four dialogues are randomly removed the questionnaire. Therefore, four dialogues were 

automatically eliminated from the questionnaire. 

In the questionnaire, some dialogues include both request and refusal; however, speech acts were not 
separated from each other as it would spoil the interactional context of the dialogue as a whole. Instead, 
utterances including the request and/or refusal in the dialogues were written in bold and the participants 
were asked to focus on these parts while rating. Therefore, the questionnaire is based on dialogues rather 
than individual utterances. To ensure that the interactional context and the relationship between the 
interlocutors is clear to the participants, some information is presented above each dialogue. The 
participants were asked to rate how natural the parts in bold sound as a whole on a five point scale (1: 
totally not natural/real to; 5: totally natural/real. An example from the questionnaire is as follows: 
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E.g.  

Dialogue#7

technical support representative and a customer): 

Teknik Destek (Technical Support): Buyurun efendim? (Yes sir?) 

Eee. -mail for the 

first time.) 

Te  

address, but how am I going to draw a circle around it?) 

Totally not natural 

 

Not natural at all 
 

Neutral  

 

Natural  

 

5.Totally natural  

 

3.3. Data analysis 

To analyze the request and refusal strategies used in the dialogues in the three L2 Turkish coursebooks, 
the researcher and the expert on speech acts separately categorized the speech acts to ensure the 
reliability of the coding. After the coding was completed, discrepancies between the coders were 
discussed and changes in the categorization were applied accordingly. Then, the formula proposed by 
Miles and Huberman (1994) (Reliability = consensus /consensus+disagreement) was applied to see the 
reliability between the coders. The result showed that the internal consistency between the coders was 
89%, meaning that categorization of the speech acts by the coders is reliable.  

Data from the questionnaire was analyzed via SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) for Windows 

value ranges from 0 to 1. Alpha value that is less than 0,50 means the 
measured tool is not reliable, value between 0,50-0,80 refers to reasonable reliability and value higher 
than 0,80 means high reliability (Salvucci et al. 1997). Result of the analysis 
alpha value for the authenticity questionnaire was 0,54, showing that internal consistency reliability is 

reasonable (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Reliability of the Questionnaire 

Data collection tool Number of items Cronbach's Alpha 

Coursebook authenticity questionnaire 11 0,54 

Second, normality of the data was analyzed through the values of skewness, kurtosis and standard error 
(see Table 2).   
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Table 2: Normality Values of the Questionnaire 

Data collection tool 
N 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Value Std. Er. Value Std. Er. 

Coursebook authenticity questionnaire 50 0,28 0,34 -0,66 0,66 

According to the skewness and kurtosis values displayed in Table 2, the data shows normal distribution 
al distribution (George & Mallery, 2010). 

Therefore, parametric test was used to make the necessary analyses. In this regard, an ANOVA was run 
to see the relationship between different years of study. Moreover, frequency, percentage, average and 
standard deviation values were used to analyze the data descriptively.  

4. Results 

4.1. Types of request and refusal strategies in the coursebooks 

Types of request and refusal strategies in the dialogues were categorized according to the request and 
refusal coding frameworks. While categorizing, units forming the speech acts (i.e., alerters, head 
act/strategy, request perspective, internal modification and external modification for requests and 
refusal strategy and adjunct for refusals) in the utterances were separat
table. (See Table 3). 

Table 3: Strategies of Request and Refusals in the Coursebooks 

Coursebook Dialogue Request Refusal 

 

#1 utterance strategy utterance strategy 

ler 
Ondan 

little+ about where I should 
go what I should do) 

Preparator(external 
modification)+Mood 
derivable+understate
r(biraz/internal 
modification) 

hearer dominant 
perspective 

olur+ fakat 
biliyorsun i

(Honestly it would 
be great+ but as 

changed my job 

day off without 
working for a 
year) 

Statement 
of 
agreement 
(adjunct)+
excuse+exc
use 

#4 
 

can we learn your name?) 

Alerter+Preparatory 

Speaker and hearer 
dominant perspective 

x x 

#7 

sending an e-mail for the 
first time.) 

 

Strong hint 

Impersonal 
perspective 

x x 

#13 erimizi daha fazla 

(if 

Suggestory formula 

 

x x 
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you want, we  can start 
without making our audience 
more curious) 

Speaker and hearer 
dominant perspective 

 

 

#2 1 

isteyecektim.+Japonlar 

was going to ask for help 
from you. The Japanese are 
coming in the afternoon. If 
you help me too, I will finish 
it until they come.) 
2

kadar 

(Meanwhile read the 
 

1Preparatory+suggest
ory formula 

hearer dominant 
perspective 

 
2mood derivable 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 

x x 

#8 

Zamane 

(There is no decency in 

we like that when we were 
young?) 

Mild hint 

Impersonal 
perspective 

x x 

#11 

 

Alerter+suggestory 
formula 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 

not coming. I 
must go to the 
library and study.) 

Negative 
willingness
/ability 
(direct)+ex
cuse 

#14 1

eaten anything again) 

 

 Haydi haydi, biraz daha ye 

eat some more) 

 

1alerter+strong hint 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 

 
2understater(biraz)+
mood derivable 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 

 

1

doydum. (Mum I 

full) 

 
2

yemek 
istemiyorum.+ 
Kendimi yorgun 
hissediyorum. 
(Mum I really 

I feel tired.) 

 

1Excuse+ex
cuse 

 

 

 
2negative 
willingness
/ability+ex
cuse 

Gazi 

 

#6 1 Bu sanattan biraz bahseder 
(Can you talk about 

this art a bit?) 

 
2

(I 

1Understater(biraz)+p
reparatory 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 
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also want to go. +Is the 
exhibiton still on?) 

2preparator+Strong 
hint 

Impersonal 
perspective 

#12 
haberler var? +

interesting news is there in 
the nook? Can you tell me 
some? 

 

okumak ist  

1Preparator+preparat
ory+understater(birk

 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 

 
2preparator+strong 
hint 

Speaker dominant 
perspective 

x x 

#9 

to the space, where he left, 
tell me!) 

Mood derivable 

Hearer dominant 
perspective 

x x 

As displayed in Table 3, results of the speech act categorization revealed that there were 15 request 
strategies and seven refusal strategies in dialogues in the questionnaire. The number of direct and 
indirect strategies were summarized in the table below (see Table 4). 

Table 4: Number of Direct and Indirect Strategies 

Directness N 

Request Refusal 

Direct strategy mood derivable: 4 Negative ability: 2 

Indirect strategy  

 

11 

preparatory: 4 Excuse: 5 

strong hint: 4 

suggestory formula: 2 

mild hint: 1 

Table 4 shows that mostly indirect strategies were used in both requests and refusals in the dialogues.   

4.2. Authenticity of the dialogues based on the questionnaire 

4.2.1. Descriptive statistics for each book 

average and standard deviation values regarding these dialogues were presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Descriptive Statistics for Speech Acts in  

   to
ta

lly
 n
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n
ot
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t 
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l 

n
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tr
al

 

n
at

ur
al

 

to
ta

lly
 n

at
u

ra
l 

X Sd 

Dialogue#1 

f   6 6 36 2 

3,68 0,74 %   12,0 12,0 72,0 4,0 

Dialogue#4 

f   5 13 21 11 

3,76 0,92 %   10,0 26,0 42,0 22,0 

Dialogue#7 

f   4 4 17 25 

4,26 0,92 %   8,0 8,0 34,0 50,0 

Dialogue#13 

f   26 6 14 4 

2,92 1,07 %   52,0 12,0 28,0 8,0 

As can be seen in Table 5, most of the participants stated that dialogue#1 and dialogue
dialogue#7 is totally natural, and dialogue#13 is not natural. Besides that, dialogue#7 has the highest 
average (X=4,26) and dialogue#13 has the lowest average (X=2,62) out of 5. 

Dialogue#7 (A phone talk 
between a technical support representative and a customer): 

Teknik Destek (Technical Support): Buyurun efendim? (Yes sir?) 

Eee. -
mail for the first time.) 

Teknik D  

ng to draw a circle around it?) 

There were four dialogues from  coursebook. The frequency, percentage, average and 
standard deviation values regarding these dialogues were presented in Table 6. 

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for Dialogues in   
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to
ta

lly
 n

at
u

ra
l 

X Sd 

Dialogue#2 

f   8 10 20 12 

3,72 1,01 %   16,0 20,0 40,0 24,0 

Dialogue#8 f   17 2 13 18 3,64 1,29 
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%   34,0 4,0 26,0 36,0 

Dialogue#11 

f   10 4 25 11 

3,74 1,03 %   20,0 8,0 50,0 22,0 

Dialogue#14 

f   1 4 24 21 

4,30 0,71 %   2,0 8,0 48,0 42,0 

According to Table 6, the participants mostly found dialogue#2, dialogue#11 and dialogue
and dialogue ue#14 has the highest average (X=4,30)  
dialogue#8 has the lowest average (X=3,64). 

Dialogue 14:  

conversation between a boy and his parents at dinner): 

Anne (Mother): 
anything again) 

Ahmet (Son): 
 

Haydi haydi, 

Come on come on eat some more) 

Ahmet (Son): Kendimi yorgun 
 

As has been stated earlier, the questionnaire included three dialogues from 
. The frequency, percentage, average and standard deviation values regarding 

the authenticity ratings of these dialogues were presented in Table 7. 

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics for Dialogues in  
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X Sd 

Dialogues#6 

f  1 4 30 15 

4,18 0,66 %  2,0 8,0 60,0 30,0 

Dialogues#12 

f  11 6 23 10 

3,64 1,05 %  22,0 12,0 46,0 20,0 

Dialogues#9 

f  10 9 29 2 

3,46 0,86 %  20,0 18,0 58,0 4,0 

As displayed in Table 7, dialogue#6, dialogue#12 and dialogue
dialogues with the highest and lowest averages, the former is dialogue#6 (X=4,18) and the latter is 
dialogue#9 (X=3,36). 
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Dialogue 6: 

 

ilk defa sergiliyordu. (M
was showing calligrahphies which he has been making for 16 years for the first time) 

Azade: Bu sanattan biraz bahseder misin? (Can you talk about this art a bit?) 

Alen: Tabi. H

possible to see unique calligraphy samples in many Turkish mosques.) 

Azade: Ben de gitmek istiyorum. Sergi devam ediyor mu? (I also want to go. Is the exhibiton 
still on?) 

 

4.2.2. Descriptive statistics for the whole questionnaire 

When it comes to theresults of the descriptive statistics of the whole questionnaire, the minimum, 

coursebooks are displayed in Table 8. 

Tablo 8: Descriptive Statistics for the Questionnaire 

 Coursebook N Minimum Maximum X SD 

 
50 2,50 4,50 3,66 0,53 

  50 2,50 5,00 3,85 0,60 

 50 2,00 4,67 3,76 0,62 

between 2,50-4,50. It is 2,50- -4,67 for Gazi. Average of the rating for the 

results, it is seen that participants find the speech acts in the questionnaire natural/realistic, which 
refers to 4 point in the rating scale from 1 to 5. 

4.2.3. The role of year of study 

In this study, participants were from different year of studies as year 1, 3 and 4. To reveal whether this 

speech acts, an ANOVA was run (see Table 9).  

Tablo 9:  

Coursebook 
Year of 
study N X Sd F p Post-Hoc 

 

1 21 3,67 0,59 

2,24 0,12   3 18 3,81 0,42 

4 11 3,39 0,52 

1 21 3,88 0,63 4,38 0,02* year 3 >  year 4 
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3 18 4,07 0,50 

4 11 3,43 0,55 

 

1 21 3,84 0,75 

0,33 0,72   3 18 3,72 0,37 

4 11 3,67 0,71 

**p<0,01; *p<0,05 

As shown in Table 9, there is no statistically significant differe
study in terms of their ratings of authenticity of the requests and refusals in 

and (p>0,05). That is, it was seen that average of the 
ratings by each year of study was close to each other. As to the results regarding , it 
was revealed that there is statistically significant difference between three years of study in the 
authenticity ratings of the speech acts (*p<0,05).  

5. Discussion 

5.1. Type of request and refusal strategies used in L2 Turkish coursebooks 

Results of the content analysis of the speech acts in the coursebooks showed that mostly indirect 

strategies were used in both requests and refusals in the dialogues.  The reason why mood derivables 
were used in four dialogues might be because of the power and distance relationship between the 
speaker and hearer. According to Brown and Levinson (1978), directness in interaction changes 
depending on contextual elements like power and social distance between the speaker and hearer. In 
three of these dialogues with direct requests (dialogues#1,#2,#9), speaker and hearer are 
friends/coworkers, namely the power and distance relationship between them is expected to be equal 
(S=H). As to the other dialogue (#14), this one is between a parent and son, leading to a close, but 
unequal power relationship between the interlocutors (Spekaer>Hearer). Taguchi (2006) asserts that in 
a formal situation with somebody having more power, imposition is greater as well and this leads to use 
of indirect strategies. On the other hand, if the interaction is with somebody in equeal situation in terms 
of power and social distance, the imposition is low, leading to less need for indirect strategies. In her 
study ab
that Turkish speakers used direct strategies in situations with small amount of social distance and 
conventionally indirect strategies, preparatory in particular, in situations with great social distance 
between the interlocutors just as the strategies in this study. As this study is in accordance with the types 
of request strategies in the investigated books in this study, it can be claimed that coursebooks are a 
good representation of the request strategies preferred by NSs depending on different power and 
distance relationships in real life communication. Hall (1976) proposed that communication in a society 
changes in each culture and it can be high-context or low-context. In high-context societies, 
interlocutors do not convey each message directly. Instead, the message is sent indirectly and become 
meaningful thanks to the common background shared by the interlocutors (Hall, 1976). Therefore, social 
distance between the interlocutors and mutual background are crucial for a successful communication. 
In contrast, communication is more direct in low-context societies, leaving less importance to 
background knowledge. Given that Turkish society is high-context (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988; 
Hall, 1979, Yemenici, 1996), the finding that indirect strategies are used more both in requests and 
refusals can be explained by high-context feature of Turkish society, leading interlocutors to adapt 
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directness in interaction according to the social distance and power. Furthermore, all of the indirect 
refusals in the books are excuses (n:5) and they are joined with direct strategies (n:2) as well. In other 
words, even when refusing directly the speakers use an indirect strategy to mitigate the harm to the 

related to the indirectness arising from high-context feature of Turkish communities of speech. 

5.2. How natural the requests and refusals in the dialogues sound 

Based o.n these results, it is seen that participants find the speech acts in the questionnaire 

natural/realistic, which refers to 4 point in the rating scale from 1 to 5. This finding showing that the 
participants think that the requests and refusals in the dialogues sound natural to them might suggest 
that authors give importance to use real life like dialogues in the coursebooks as emphasized in 
communicative approach. On the other hand, requests and refusals in the coursebooks were not 
regarded as totally natural/realistic, meaning that there is still something sounding unnatural.  

-Harlig, 
kin, 2013). Crystal and Davy (1975) claim that even the best coursebooks they 

examined displayed a language use which do not share some features of the language emerging during 

natural social interaction. The unnatural use of language in the coursebooks might be caused by the 
resource the authors use while writing the coursebooks. To put it more clearly, the researchers assert 
that authors write the interactional units based on their native speaker intuition rather than making use 
of resources providing nat
2013). Another reason of this not-totally natural language use in the coursebooks might be that they are 
written according to a syllabus. In relation to this, Cohen and Ishihara (2013) suggest that authors focus 
on the structures to be taught more than they do on the use of language in social context. Therefore, 
speech acts like requests and refusals might be presented in a form which do not have the features of a 
naturally occurring conversation in everyday social interaction.  

R

participants. Given that there is no such difference regarding the other two books, making a general 
inference from the data that there is disagreement between the participants about the authenticity of 
the books will not be appropriate. On the contrary, these findings show that there is mostly a consensus 
among the participants on the authenticity of the speech acts.  

Based on these findings, an implication for coursebook authors can be suggested in terms of using 
natural spoken data like corpus while writing pragmatic units like speech acts rather than solely 
depending on native speaker intuition. Since this finding might also arise from curriculum making the 

authors focus on forms more than functions, the syllabus to be followed should be based on the use of 
language in context. Thus, coursebook authors can be suggested to give more importance to 
designing/finding more natural pragmatic units. Since coursebooks are one of the most important input 
source for learners, providing them with natural samples of the TL is of paramount importance. This is 
because no matter whether it is L2 or FL context, one of the input sources providing the learners with 
speech acts is coursebooks used in classroom. Learners acquiring the TL in a foreign language context 
where the TL is not spoken as the L1 have limited access to sociocultural norms of the TL in natural 
interaction, thus they acquire this knowledge mostly through coursebooks. On the other hand, learners 
learning the TL in L2 context have access to natural, namely authentic interaction between the TL 
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speakers. However, in order for pragmatic development to be successful, being in the L2 context and 
exposure to the authentic input through the interaction between L1 speakers are not solely enough. 

ract with the L1 speakers and willingness to invest in L2 play a key role in L2 
pragmatic development. Unless they invest in the TL and try to participate in interaction with NSs, 
learners do not acquire the necessary input to develop their pragmatic skills. Thus, coursebooks might 
become the main source of input in L2 context as well. In other words, as the learners avoid interacting 
with NSs, they can learn how the language is used in context through the coursebook they use in class, 
making the authenticity of the input in coursebooks is of paramount importance. 

This study had some limitations which can be taken into consideration for further research. First, only 
three coursebooks at the same level were included in the study. In another study, all levels of these 
coursebooks or other L2 Turkish coursebook can be examined as well. Second, the authenticity 
questionnaire was limited to the rating of the speech acts and did not ask any questions about why they 
sounded unnatural to the participants. Therefore, further research can ask the participants to say/write 
why they think these parts sound natural/unnatural to them or what can be changed to make them more 
natural. Lastly, authors of the coursebooks can be contacted and interviewed to get deeper information 
regarding how they wrote these dialogues. 

6. Conclusion 

This study investigated types of request and refusal strategies used in three L2 Turkish coursebooks and 
authenticity of these strategies through content analysis and an authenticity questionnaire. Findings of 
the study indicated that mostly indirect strategies are used in both requests and refusals in the 
coursebooks, which is consistent with the literature and indirectness in Turkish society arising from 
high-context communication. It was revealed that directness is determined by the power and social 
distance between the speakers, leading to less indirectness in requests and refusals when they are in 
equal relationship regarding these two contextual factors.  In relation the literature, it can be argued that 
coursebooks represent the directness variable in Turkish interaction. As to the authenticity of these 

.  This finding is consistent with the literature in that even the 
best coursebooks lack authenticity if they are not based on data obtained from natural use of language 
and that  
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